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First Lady, Barr. Helen Mutfwang (left) putting heads together with the 
Executive Secretary, Primary Health Development Board, Dr. Raymond 
Juryit

Cross section of top government functionaries

Barr. Mrs. Helen Mutfwang during presentation of gift to a nursing mother

From left are, wife of Kanke LGC TIC, Mrs. Monica Caleb Shikir, Hon. Vincent 
Bot Dung, a stakeholder and wife of Jos South LGC TIC, Mrs. Lyop Vwang 
Dung

Cross section of wives of top government officials

Wife of Speaker, PLHA, Mrs. Maria Moses Sule and Mrs. Rose Fom, wife Dep. 
Speaker (middle) presenting gift to one of the nursing mothers

A cross section of breast feeding women at the occasion
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Wife of the SGS, Mrs. Ulan Jatau (left) with the PDP Woman Leader, Mrs. 
Martina Dakur

WORLD BREAST FEEDING DAY 2023
Plateau State First Lady, Barr. Mrs. Helen Mutfwang in commemoration for this years’ World Breast feeding Day held press briefing and 

flagged off the day at the Primary Healthcare Bukuru, Jos South LGA
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HE legislature can be 
d e s c r i b e d  a s  a  Tdemocratic structure 

which besides handling 
lawmaking responsibility, 
operates within the confine of 
its constitutional roles and 
House rules.
As an instrumental arm of 

Government which largely 
promotes the ensurity of 
doctrine of separation of 
power  and check  and 
balances, the legislative arm 
sits only within week days and 
upon inauguration of a new 
assembly, principal officers to 
pilot affairs of the institution 
are elected.
The tenth Plateau State  

House of Assembly like its 
counterpart at the National 
Assembly was inaugurated on 
Tuesday, 13th June 2023 and 
has since elected its presiding 
officers. Interestingly, a first 
t i m e r  a n d  m e m b e r  
r e p r e s e n t i n g  M i k a n g  
constituency, Moses Thomas 
Sule emerged  as the new 
speaker while a returning 
member Gwottson Fom 
Dalyop representing Jos 
South constituency, was 
elected as the deputy speaker.
The Speaker Rt. Hon. Moses 

Sule, whose role as leader of 
the state legislative arm also 
being the number three 
citizen of Plateau and the 
cynosure of all eyes, is a 
seasoned grassroot politician 
who has a vast experience 
working both in the private 
and public sector.
It won't be out of place to say 

that the new speaker and his 
deputy rode on the trust and 
magnan im i t y  o f  t h e i r  
colleagues who unanimously 
voted them to lead the 
institution, giving the believe 
they have in their capacities to 
revolutionize the House to a 
21st century peoples' oriented 
assembly.
Though a first timer, Moses 

Sule is expected to leverage 
on the vast legislative 
experience of his Deputy, Fom 
Gwottson Dalyop, a returning 
l a w m a ke r  w h o s e  r i c h  
expertise provides a guide 
that aids the helmsman settle 
in the revered position.
This time around, the House 

in its wisdom brought in 
middle aged men while also 
leveraging on the nexus 
between the new and the 
returning members into 
leadership as the combination 
of Moses Sule and Fom 
Gwottson is to foster quick 
adaptation to legislative 
practices, not forgetting that 
their intellect, industry and 
energy in the pursuit of good 
governance to citizenry is also 
an added advantage.
The Tenth State Assembly  

may have inherited a near 
dysfunctional institution 
pract ica l ly  ravaged by 
leadership crises pitching the 
lawmakers along camps and 

Plateau State ninth assembly 
is abysmally unacceptable , 
given its record of seventy 
five (75) bills which are both 
execut ive  and  pr iva te  
member sponsored.  Out of 
this number, twenty five (25) 
were passed and seventy 
four(74) motions considered 
within its lifetime.
The data revealed here 

accounts largely to the 
rationale behind the ninth 
a s s e m b l y ' s  u n d e r -
performance, derogatory 
assessments in the public 
space  and supposed ly  
inordinate representation to 
speak for the people.
What is therefore expected 

of the leadership in the tenth 
assembly is to quickly settle 
down to unite all structures 
within the House, with a view 
to setting a pace for optimal 
legislative impacts.
Although autonomous and 

independent in its dealings, 
the new leadership of the 
tenth assembly should 
equally leverage on the 
initiative of building a working 
and collaborative synergy 

w i t h  o t h e r  a r m s  o f  
Government; a panacea for all 
round achievements but not 
forgetting its constitutional 
roles.
It is therefore, worthy of 

carrying out questionable 
functions in the court of public 
o p i n i o n .  H o w e v e r ,
when compared with the 
F e d e r a l  H o u s e  o f  
Rep resen ta t i ves  wh i ch  
sponsored two thousand two 
hundred and thirty two bills 
(2,232), out of which five 
hundred and ten (510) were 
passed and two thousand 
(2,000) motions in total 
considered in four years.
In view of this, it can be said 
that the performance of 

note to state that the tenth 
state assembly is the 
beautiful bride in the eyes of 
the storm.
Citizens are not only 

expectant of smart changes 
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Expectations and tasks before Sule, Gwottson

in governance style capable of 
bettering their livelihoods but 
are also tired of frequently 
hearing the House in the news 
for the wrong reasons.

Sule

The data revealed here accounts largely to the 
rationale behind the ninth assembly's under-
performance, derogatory assessments in the 
public space and supposedly inordinate 
representation to speak for the people. What is 
therefore expected of the leadership in the Tenth 
Assembly is to quickly settle down to unite all 
structures within the House, with a view to setting 
a pace for optimal legislative impacts. Although 
autonomous and independent in its dealings, the 
new leadership of the tenth assembly should 
equally leverage on the initiative of building a 
working and collaborative synergy with other 
arms of Government; a panacea for all round 
achievements but not forgetting its constitutional 
roles. It is therefore, worthy of note to state that 
the Tenth State Assembly is the beautiful bride in 
the eyes of the storm.

Dalyop
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HE NEC meeting which 

was presided over by its TChairman, Vice President 

Kashim Shett ima had in 

attendance State Governors or 

their Deputies deliberated over 

the implementation of the N180 

billion subsidy pain relief 

package which is expected to 

reach the door step of Nigerians 

across the country.
Briefing the media on the 

outcome of  the meet ing 

Governor Babagana  Zulum 

[Borno] with his counterparts, 

Governor Uba Sani [Kaduna], 

Yaya Bello [Kogi], Charles Soludo 

[Anambra] and Seyi Makinde 

[Oyo].
The Governors agreed to share 

the World Bank's 800million 

dollars fund through cash 

transfers to the poor. They also 

agreed that a negotiation panel 

should interface with the 

Nigerian Labour Congress and 

other affiliates to resolve the 

conflict arising from the fuel 

subsidy removal.
'' To cushion the effects of 

subsidy removal, the Federal 

Government last week released 

five trucks of rice to each state. 

Furthermore, to cushion the 

effects of food shortages across 

the country, the Federal 

Government has approved the 

sum of N5 billion to be given to 

each state for the procurement of 

100,000 bags of rice, 40,000 

bags of maize and fertilizers.
'' This funding has to be shared 

with a formula as follows; 52 

percent  of the money will be 

given to states as grants, while 

48 percent of the N5 billion is to 

be paid back on installment basis 

within a period of 20 months 

between the states and the 

Federal Government.
''The Council commended the 

e f f o r t s  o f  t h e  F e d e r a l  

G o v e r n m e n t  u n d e r  t h e  

leadership of President Bola 

Tinubu as well as the Central 

Bank of Nigeria [CBN].
''We have also commended the 

efforts of the National Emergency 

Management Agency [NEMA] in 

cushioning the effects of the 

subsidy removal. Furthermore, 

Council has taken bold decisions 

to ensure speedy release of 

grains and other items to cushion 

the effects of subsidy removal on 

the less privileged in the society.
Zulum added that NEC insisted 

that the Federal Government 

should deploy the 800million 

dollars loan from the World Bank 

the way it was initially planned 

through condi t ional  cash 

transfers, using the registers to 

be provided by the states.
The Borno State Governor said, 

aside from mitigating the 

immediate effects of the subsidy 

removal through food reliefs, the 

Council took notice of the Federal 

Government's wider plan to 

deploy the N500billion approved 

by the National Assembly 

t o w a r d s  s t r e n g t h e n i n g  

Agriculture, transportation and 

industry.
Zulum said, ''Furthermore, the 

Council has noted the package 

that was announced by the 

President to cushion the effects 

o f  the subs idy removal ,  

amounting to about N500billion.
''This fund has to be distributed 

to the MSME's and the Industrial 

sector, About N125billion will go 

to cash transfers, the Agricultural 

sector as well as gas expansion 

for buses. Because of the 

increasing costs of fossil fuel, the 

Federal Government intends to 

establish more gas stations 

across the country, as well as 

procure more gas powered 

buses, compressed natural gas 

[CNG] buses as well as electric 

buses to cushion the effects of 

the subsidy removal.''
He said the NEC agreed that the 

frontier states bordering Niger 

Republic are to be assisted with 

more palliative materials than 

other states, considering the 

influx of refugees into their 

domains due to the economic 

sanctions placed on the Nigerien 

Military Junta who came into 

power weeks ago via a coup.
Zulum added that the Council 

has set up a committee 

consisting of the Chairman of the 

Nigerian Governors Forum 

[NGF], Abdulrahman Abdulrazaq, 

Governor Charles Soludo and 

others to interface with Labour on 

the current situation.
''Furthermore, NEMA will also 

liaise with states to distribute 

foodstuffs to the less privileged 

as well  as dialogue with Labour 

unions leadership over the 

current situation. All these 

pal l iat ives are temporary 

solutions and Council has decided 

to invest in medium and longer 

term sustainable solutions that 

will ensure availability of food and 

non-food solutions in Nigeria, 

e s p e c i a l l y  i n v e s t i n g  i n  

commercial agriculture and also 

investing in irrigated agriculture.
''NEC is calling on Nigerians and 

Labour to be calm and law 

abiding as the President is 

determined to address the issues 

at hand.''
Also in his remarks at the 

briefing, Governor Soludo said 

the review of the social register 

was in progress adding that the 

influx of refugees from  Niger 

Republic has affected the 

distribution of palliatives in some 

northern states of the country.
Also contributing, Governor 

Yaya  Bello of Kogi state said a 

sub-committee was constituted 

last year to propose modalities to 

address the eminent food crisis 

due to flooding, He said, ''The 

sub-committee was to be chaired 

by the Executive Governor of  

Kebbi State and other members 

consisting of  Federal Ministries 

of Agriculture, Humanitarian and 

disaster Management, Finance, 

NEMA and  CBN.
''NEC Secretariat is to develop 

and forward a template with an 

accompanying letter to all the 

affected states to collect data on 

preliminary assessment of the 

impact of flood in the affected 

states, harmonise the data 

o b t a i n e d  f r o m  t h o s e  

communities and produce a 

report of their findings to the 

Committee.
''The exercise would have been 

more successful and effective if 

all the affected states had 

responded at when due according 

to the provision of the template.
M e a n w h i l e ,  S U N D A Y  

STANDARD sources gathered 

that there is anxiety and fear 

among Nigerians that politicians 

might hijack the process as in the 

time past, especially with the 

Covid-19, Sure-P and other 

interventions.
Accord ing  to  Gbenga  
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Continued on page 31

The National Economic Council [NEC] on Thursday at its meeting in Abuja approved the release of N5 billion to each of the 36 
States of the Federation to cushion the pain being caused by the Petroleum subsidy removal. The money is to be used to buy rice, 
maize and fertilizers to farmers will also cover other measures as may be deemed necessary by the states. KENNETH DARENG 
writes.

This funding has to be shared with a formula as follows; 52 

percent  of the money will be given to states as grants, while 

48 percent of the N5 billion is to be paid back on installment 

basis within a period of 20 months between the states and the 

Federal Government. The Council commended the efforts of 

the Federal Government under the leadership of President 

Bola Tinubu as well as the Central Bank of Nigeria [CBN].

Anxiety trails relief package for states
Tinubu Shettima Abdulrazaq









HEN I was young, cab drivers 

were the unski l led or  Wuneducated. These days cab 

drivers are jobless university graduates 

who are trying to make ends meet. It is a 

worrisome trend. This week alone, I have 

been driven by a graduate of chemistry 

and a graduate of animal and 

environmental biology. The biologist was 

a very young lady who graduated in 2018. 

The physicist graduated ten years ago. He 

is 32. These are young professionals who 

should be creating value for their country 

but are unable to do much for themselves 

and the families who made sacrifices to 

send them to school.
When I asked the young man how he 

was coping emotionally , he told me that 

he was always thinking and that he 

thought that he was depressed because 

his entire family looks up to him and he 

could not do much to help them. The 

young beautiful lady looked quiet 

stressed. She drove very carefully an 

calmly. I encouraged her, I told her that I 

was very proud of her for embracing hard 

work instead of  looking for a man to sleep 

with for money. We got talking and I 

shared a couple of ideas with her on how 

she could translate her knowledge into 

money outside a job. I did the same for 

the young man. This is the story of so 

many young men and women who are 

professionally trained to drive the 

development  and industrialization 

process of this country but who have been 

relegated to doing unskilled work to put 

food on their table. Some of them have 

turned to crime and are very unrepentant 

about it . 
For a country that desires to become 

industr ia l ized, we need cr it ical  

components. The first is energy, the 

second is water, the third is road and rail 

infrastructure, the fourth is raw material  

and the most important is human capital. 

If we have all in place and our human 

capital is not sound or is not put to good 

use, we are going nowhere.
I often wonder. What is all this hype 

about agriculture for a country that is 

sooo richly endowed with mineral 

resources? Why are we importing fuel 

when we can refine our crude and use the 

derivatives and bye products to create 

jobs for our young graduates? Why are we 

creating jobs for other nations when our 

young graduates could  be recruited in 

our oil refineries? Are we serious about 

industrialization or are we just 

talking?.The Americans say talk is cheap. 

How can a graduate of petroleum 

engineering be a cab driver? Our youths 

are so frustrated and we do not 

understand why.
Let us talk about our young 

professionals who are majorly affected. 

Those of them who read courses that are 

science based are the worst hit. Why? 

because we do not have industries that 

would absorb them. What is an electrical 

engineer doing on the streets in a cab? 

What is a geologist doing on the street or 

on the farm? We cannot create  jobs for 

them, so we turn them into farmers and 

cab drivers. They cannot all be farmers. In 

fact, it is time to stop this agriculture 

mantra. This agrarian culture. The world 

has electric trains. We are still practicing 

manual farming. The world is going into 

its 4th industrial revolution and we are 

still talking farming? Is that the route to 

industrialization?
Let us even talk about agriculture. How 

many of our young have we taught how to 

add value to farm produce, how to 

preserve, package and ship for export? 

machines for big industries for 

manufacturing and processing. We import 

from China. There is no time for Chinese 

youths to do social media because every 

media is for learning in China. Their hands 

are full with creating, processing and 

manufacturing, because they have 

government backing. They are relevant to 

their country's growth.
What really is industrialization? 

A c c o r d i n g  t o  I nve s t o ped i a ,  “  

industrialization is the process of 

transforming the economy of a nation or 

region from a focus on agriculture to a 

reliance on manufacturing. Mechanized 

methods of mass production are an 

essential component of this transition. In 

other to deepen our understanding of 

industrialization, let us read this excerpt 

from the Investopedia:
Understanding Industrialization: 

Industrialization can be driven by a 

combination of factors including 

government pol icy, labor-saving 

inventions, entrepreneurial ambitions, 

and a demand for goods and services. It 

has profound implications for the 

population, causing a wave of migration 

from small farms to cities and towns 

where jobs can be found.
The most dramatic example in recent 

history is that of China, where 

government policy changes in the late 

20th century led to the nation's transition 

from an economy based on subsistence 

farming to a global manufacturing 

powerhouse. The Industrial Revolution: 

In the western world, industrialization is 

most commonly associated with the 

Industrial Revolution in Europe that 

began in the late 18th century and the 

subsequent burst of industrialization in 

the U.S. through the 19th century. In 

Europe, the era was characterized by a 

surge in local manufacturing of goods for 

export, made possible by a growing 

population of consumers. Great Britain 

played an outsized role in the process 

through technological innovations such as 

s t e a m - p o w e r e d  m a c h i n e r y .  

Industrialization quickly spread to the 

United States, the epicenter of laissez-

faire capitalism. Inventions including the 

cotton mill and steam power made 

possible the establishment of mill towns 

such as Lowell, MA, and Pawtucket, RI.
Later Periods of Industrialization: World 

War II created an unprecedented demand 

for certain manufactured goods, leading 

to a buildup of production capacity. Post-

war prosperity provided further catalysts 

that kept capacity utilization high and 

stimulated further growth. Innovation, 

specialization, and wealth creation were 

the causes and effects of industrialization 

in this period.
The Asian Tigers: The late 20th century 

was marked by rapid industrialization in 

other parts of the world, notably Asia. The 

Asian Tigers (Hong Kong, South Korea, 

Taiwan, and Singapore) all participated in 

e c o n o m i c  g r o w t h  b a s e d  o n  

manufacturing for global customers. 

China experienced its own industrial 

revolution after moving away from a strict 

communist model.
Effects of Industrialization: The 

innovations of the 19th century allowed 

for the mass production of commercial 

goods. As manufacturing activities grew, 

t r a n s p o r t a t i o n ,  f i n a n c e ,  a n d  

communications industries all expanded 

to support the new production capacity. It 

also led to increased labor specialization 

and allowed cities to support larger 

populations, motivating a rapid 

demographic shift. People left rural areas 

in large numbers, seeking jobs in budding 

industries. The Industrial Revolution led 

to unprecedented expansion in wealth 

and financial well-being for some. A larger 

middle class emerged as consumer 

demand for more goods and services 

grew and business creation boomed to 

feed the demand.
Modes of Industrialization: Different 

s t r a t e g i e s  a n d  m e t h o d s  o f  

industrialization have been followed over 

time, with varying degrees of success. 

The Industrial Revolution in Europe and 

the United States initially took place 

under mercantilist and protectionist 

government policies that fostered the 

early growth of industry. These later 

adopted a laissez-faire or free-market 

approach that encouraged foreign trade, 

providing new outlets for industrial 

output.
In the post-Second World War era, 

developing nations across Latin America 

and Africa adopted a strategy of import-

substituting industrialization, which 

involved protectionist barriers to trade 

coupled with direct subsidization or 

nationalization of domestic industries.

How many of them have we given the 

agriculture-for-export value chain 

training and grants to start their own agro 

business geared towards exports? Every 

farming season, we still lose perishable 

crop. How many of them have been 

taught how to make and package tomato 

paste and orange juice for the 

international market? If they have, how 

much is the cost of energy and 

transportation?
There is no industrialization without 

human capital development. Our 

mechanical engineers do not produce 

cars, our steel rolling mills do not make 
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Industrialization and our unemployed youths

To be concluded
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N the last installment we 

stated that the first reason Ifor the coming of Jesus was 

to save and the we left off where 

we began to introduce the second 

benefit which is that Christ 

removed you from the authority 

of darkness; Satan has no right to 

afflict you. As you believe these 

things, they are activated in your 

life. Philemon 1:6 says, “That 

the communication of thy 

faith may become effectual by 

the acknowledging of every 

good thing which is in you in 

Christ Jesus”. There is no more 

spiritual death for any man that is 

in Christ Jesus. 
Today I want you to know that in 

this life, Satan has no right to cut 

short your life. I am not saying 

that anybody that is born again 

will live forever, but God will fulfill 

your days. He can preserve your 

life, and He will preserve your life 

until you are good and ready to 

go; until you have finished your 

assignment on this earth, then 

you will sleep in God when you 

are full of age and of good days. 

You will live life on this earth full 

of the blessings of the Lord and 

when you are ready to go to be 

with the Lord, you will not go on 

the devil's terms but on your own 

terms.
This means that sickness does 

not have to take you out. 

Accidents do not have to take you 

out. Satan's vices do not have to 

check you out of this earth. The 

anointing will preserve you if you 

learn to yield to it, and will keep 

you in a state of wholeness. The 

anointing will help you to discover 

and fulfill your life's assignments 

and you will not leave this earth 

until when you are good and 

done. This is good news to all 

believers in Christ Jesus!
That is God's plan for your life, 

dear ones, that as you are 

connected to this anointing and 

learn to walk with Jesus, He will 

instruct you, teach you, educate 

you, preserve you, protect you, 

provide for you all the days of 

your life. He will help you fight 

every battle of your life and you 

will win. He will move you into the 

fullness of your destiny, and 

safely guide you into glory.
Proverbs 12:28 says, “In the 

way of righteousness is life; 

and in the pathway thereof 

there is no death”. When you 

become born again, you become 

the righteousness of God in Christ 

according to 2 Corinthians 5:21. 

God looks at you and credits all of 

Jesus' righteousness to your 

account, because you have 

accepted Jesus and the work of 

redemption which He has done 

for you. Jesus stands as your 

righteousness. And in that place 

there is no death. 
This anointing is there to 

preserve your life literally and 

spiritually; to cut you off from 

eternal damnation, spiritual 

death, and to cut you off from 

premature death and any other 

manifestation of death such as 

sickness in your body, poverty, 

and lack. All of these are 

manifestations of spiritual 

death. 
The spirit of death has no right 

of dominion over your life. The 

blood sacrifice of Jesus has 

tamed the spirit of death. The 

Bible says, in the way of 

righteousness is life and in the 

pathway thereof, there is no 

death (Prov. 12:28). You will 

live out your days and fulfill your 

years. You will live out your life 

and then go to be with Jesus 

when your earthly work is done, 

free from sickness and disease. 
You will sleep in Jesus, after 

having fulfilled God's great plan 

for your life. You will also pass 

this legacy of the anointing to 

your family; to your lineage and 

to your generations. This is 

God's plan for you and 

understanding how to walk with 

this anointing will guarantee 

that.
P r o v e r b s  1 0 : 2  s a y s ,  

“Treasures and wickedness 

p r o f i t  n o t h i n g ; b u t  

righteousness delivereth 

from death”. Then Proverbs 

12:28, says, “In the way of 

righteousness is life; and in 

the pathway thereof there is 

no death,” meaningit is a 

pathway of life. And I say to you, 

in the name of Jesus, there is no 

death in your path. Your eternal 

future is bright and your future in 

this world is bright because of 

that anointing. That anointing 

will preserve you. He will protect 

you; He will guide you; He will 

lead you; He will protect you.
We see another companion 

scripture in Proverbs 11:4, which 

says, “Riches profits not in 

the day of wrath: but 

righteousness delivereth 

from death.” When the Bible 

repeats certain things, it means 

that God wants us to take note of 

it very seriously. This part of 

knowing Jesus as your Lord and 

Saviour, and sharing, and 

partaking in the anointing He 

carries will preserve you in this 

life, and deliver you from eternal 

death, and from Satan cutting 

your life short on this earth, and 

manifesting anything that the 

spirit of death has to offer. You 

can live your life free from the 

mark and terror of spiritual 

death. That's the anointing that 

Jesus carries. He redeems our 

life from destruction.
Open your mouth and boldly 

declare that, “The Lord Jesus 

Christ redeems my life from 

destruction. I have no fear”. 
Now, the third benefit of the 

anointing that Jesus carries is 

that it delivers mankind from 

the curses of life. Galatians 3:13 

says, “Christ hath redeemed 

us from the curse of the law, 

being made a curse for us: 

for it is written, Cursed is 

everyone that hangeth on a 

tree,” verse 14 adds, “That 

the blessing of Abraham 

might come on the Gentiles 

through Jesus Christ; that 

we might receive the 

promise of the Spirit through 

faith.” 
We have to understand that 

the scripture teaches us that 

when Adam sinned in the 

Garden of Eden, he brought a 

curse upon all mankind. God 

told Adam in Gen.2:17, …in the 

day that thou eatest thereof 

thou shall surely die. Now, 

Adam, did not physically die, but 

the death the Bible was talking 

about is that his nature was 

corrupted. Sin, which is spiritual 

death, came into him. And sin 

carries a curse. 
The word “curse” means “to be 

empowered to fail”, “to be 

energized to fail”, just like the 

word “blessing” means “to be 

The word “curse” means “to be empowered to fail”, 

“to be energized to fail”, just like the word 

“blessing” means “to be empowered to prosper, 

succeed and do well in life, to make progress in life”. 

Now, Jesus and the anointing He carries is the 

blessing- the blessing of righteousness, the 

blessing of eternal life. He carries that anointing to 

prosper men; to cause you to excel and succeed in 

life. 

empowered to prosper, succeed 

and do well in life, to make 

progress in life”. Now, Jesus and 

the anointing He carries is the 

b less ing-  the b less ing o f  

righteousness, the blessing of 

eternal life. He carries that 

anointing to prosper men; to cause 

you to excel and succeed in life. 
The curse which comes with sin is 

the empowerment to fail. But 

blessed be God, the Bible shows 

that Christ in His office as the 

Anointed One delivers us from the 

curse - the curse that came with 

man's sin. Christ, the anointed One 

and His anointing has redeemed 

us from the curse of the law, 

being made a curse for us. For 

it is written, cursed(empowered 

to  fa i l ) is  everyone that  

hangethon a tree(Gal. 3:13). So 

Jesus fulfilled this scripture, on our 

behalf. He was put on a physical 

tree, which is, the cross. 

Remember that the cross was 

made out of wood. it came from a 

tree.

This anointing is there 
to preserve your life 

literally and spiritually; 
to cut you off from 
eternal damnation, 

spiritual death, and to 
cut you off from 

premature death and 
any other manifestation 

of death such as 
sickness in your body, 

poverty, and lack. All of 
these are 

manifestations of 
spiritual death. The 

spirit of death has no 
right of dominion over 

your life. The blood 
sacrifice of Jesus has 

tamed the spirit of 
death. The Bible says, 

in the way of 
righteousness is life 
and in the pathway 
thereof, there is no 

death (Prov. 12:28). 
You will live out your 
days and fulfill your 

years. You will live out 
your life and then go to 

be with Jesus when 
your earthly work is 

done, free from 
sickness and disease.

In the way of righteousness is life
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Is it true that 
you waited for 
15 years before 
you gave birth 
t o  y o u r  
daughter?

Yes it is. I had a 
son before I gave 
b i r t h  t o  m y  
daughter. He is 
about 22 years 
old. After him, I 
had to true for 
about 15 years 
b e f o r e  m y  
daughter came.

All through the time, did you lose hope of 
having another child?

No, I believed God that other children would 
come because in one of my songs, I exalted God 
and described Him as the one who gives children. 
Whenever you try to propagate the gospel of God, 
the devil would always want to frustrate you to 
know if you believe in what you are saying. So 
whenever I prayed to God, He always told me that 
He would bless me. Back then, I would go out for 
inspiration and pray for other women to conceive 
and it normally came to pass but I was there 
waiting until when God's appointed time came. He
wanted to use me as a testimony.

How lucrative is gospel music in Nigeria 
today?

It is very lucrative and you can see that most of 
those singing hip-hop music are switching to 
gospel songs. Gospel songs can never fade out. 
My song 'Chioma Jesus,' is about 14 years old but 
if I go for ministration anywhere and I do not sing 
that song, people could go as far as throwing pure 
water sachet at me. 

It is still a very relevant song. But all these hip-
hop songs don't last more than six months. 
Gospel songs are so wonderful that you can listen 
t o

them when you are 
dying, losing hope, 
depressed, and it would 
lift up your spirit. The 
songs would remind 
you that God would 
answer you soon.
Gospel music is very 
lucrative around the 
world.

Has your career as a 
g o s p e l  s i n g e r  
i n f l u e n c e d  y o u r  
style?

Not really. Since I 
gave my life to Christ, I 
h a v e  b e e n  v e r y  
conscious of what I 
wear; that is my 
lifestyle.  It is not as if 
somebody preached to 
me. As you grow older, 
you decide on how you 

want to live your life and how you want to dress. I 
have been dressing this way before I became a 
popular gospel artiste.

Is that why you always wear flowing 
gowns?

Yes. I feel so happy when I wear flowing gowns. I 
also believe in the word of God that says a child of 
God should dress moderately in a way that would 
please God and men. As a gospel artiste, you 
showcase yourself in a crowd of about 300,000 
people, you don't have to expose your body 
because people would not pay attention to the 
song anymore but your body. I have noticed that 
through my dressing, I have won so many women 
to Christ. I have changed so many women's life 
through my style. There was a time I saw a  

How did you get the name Chioma Jesus?
The name Chioma Jesus came to me as a divine 

inspiration from the Holy Spirit. My hit track on my 
first album was titled, 'Chioma,' which means my 
good God. I prayed and asked God for the name of 
the song and he said I should title it 'Chioma,' then 
add Jesus to it. That was how the name stuck after 
the success of the song.

Has it always been your dream to be a 
singer?

It was never my dream to be a musician. My goal 
was just to love and serve God. I was into business 
when God called me but it took me some time 
before I answered the call.

What do you mean by God called you?
I was a business woman but during that time, I 

had visions where I saw myself singing and 
churches were inviting me for ministration.

Are you the first musician in your family?
No. I learnt that my father was also a singer when 

he was a young man. During their youth meetings 
in the village, my father used to entertain his peers 
through music but it was not gospel music.

Why gospel music?
I chose gospel music because I belong to that 

clique. As a born again Christian, I can't sing 
highlife or hip-hop music. I know that by singing 
gospel music, I am 
winning souls to the 
kingdom of God so I have 
to propagate the gospel 
by singing Christian 
music.

What challenges have 
you faced in your 
career? 

The challenges have 
been many and tough but 
the grace of God has been 
with me. When I was 
about releasing my first 
album years ago, there 
was no money. I prayed 
and God connected me to 
a woman that helped me. 
After the album was 
released, people loved my 
hit song, 'Chioma,' but 
t h e  m a r k e t e r s  
squandered my money. I 
did not get any royalty from it. The marketers 
really pirated my songs. The name became 
popular and the song was booming but no income, 
money was not coming my way. It was a very 
challenging period, so I had to pray and seek the 
face of God.

When the marketers did not pay your 
royalty, didn't you feel like quitting music?

As a human being, I felt like giving up but 
whenever I went to God in prayers, He always told 
me that promotion does not come from men but 
from Him, so I should hold on to Him. God further 
told me that when His presence and glory abounds 
by me, men would look for me and the value of my 
life and ministry would go high and that is what I 
am experiencing today. I thank God that I did not
give up.

Continued on page 26

In March 2021, Burna Boy's Twice As Tall won the Best World 

Music Album award at the 63rd Grammy Awards following a second 

consecutive nomination, highlighting how Nigerian music has 

continued to garner international appeal in leaps and bounds over 

the past decade. With Wizkid and Tems' Essence breaking into the 

Billboard charts in July, Nigeria's music scene is enjoying yet 

another moment in the global spotlight. But while many of the men 

behind these successes have been celebrated, their female 

counterparts have not enjoyed as much applause. 
The reason is simple: the Nigerian music industry is still heavily 

dominated by men — both for the fans and behind the scenes. From 

music executives to artists themselves, there are fewer women in 

the Nigerian music space compared to men. Over the years, 

harmful cultural stereotypes, patriarchal practices, and a highly-

gendered work culture have increased the barrier to entry for most 

women who dream of pursuing careers in the Nigerian music 

industry. “To be honest, some of the things I've experienced – 

specifically as a woman – in this industry. They will try to pit you 

against other women; try to redefine your value, try to get in your 

head and remodel your self-esteem. And I have even had it easier 

than many,” The Headies Best Songwriter artist and singer-

songwriter Simi tweeted in March. 
“It comes from all sides. That's why I am with any woman that is 

winning in this industry – because [there are a lot of hurdles]. 

Women can hardly get away with the kinds of things many men in 

the same industry get away with on a [regular basis].” For every 

global female superstar like Tiwa Savage, who will perform at 

Global Citizen Live in Lagos, who have emerged from Nigeria, there 

are other women behind the scenes who have contributed, and are 

still contributing, to the global appreciation Nigerian music now 

enjoys.  
In this piece, Global Citizen highlights these women who 

#ChooseToChallenge and the incredible contributions they have 

made within the space. 

Continued on page 25

Queen Nworisara-Quinn is 
a cofounder of Kupanda 
Capital, an investment and 
advisory firm that supports 
pan-African companies. In 
2018, the firm invested in 
Mavin Records, one of 
Nigeria's biggest record 
l a b e l s  f o u n d e d  b y  
powerhouse N iger ian  
producer  Don Jazzy,  
transforming the label into 
an end-to-end commercial 
and creative business.

Nworisara-Quinn was 
previously an Investment 
Officer at the African 
Deve l opmen t  Bank ' s  
(AfDB) Private Sector 

Department and is a cofounder of Fraym, a Pan-African analytics & 
business intelligence company; and Nithio, an Africa-focused 
energy finance company. 

She also has a PhD in innovation, strategy and organization from 
the University of Cambridge and was a Gates Cambridge scholar.

“I think it is important for women to feel comfortable trusting their 
instincts in the workplace. Often, we may identify issues or raise 
questions that may be unpopular but could be incredibly important. 
We have to feel comfortable trusting our gut and begin to take 
risks,” she told the Financial Times in 2013.

My hat is my trademark 
– Chioma Jesus

Kick-ass women in 
Nigeria's music industry

Jay Breeze and Tiwa Savage perform during the Global Citizen Festival

Queen Nworisara-Quinn (Board member, Mavin Global)
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E recall with profound 
nostalgia, but with a Wscintilla of regret the 

glorious days of the foremost and 
premier sugar company, Nigeria 
Sugar Company (NISUCO), 
Bacita, Kwara State, Lafiagi 
Sugar Company (LASUCO), 
Kwara state and the Savannah 
Sugar Company located in the 
agrarian community of Numan, 
A d a m a w a  s t a t e .  T h e s e  
companies were then the pride of 
the nation and the most sought 
after by young graduates 
desirous of building their careers. 
The sugar sector of that era 
contributed greatly to Nigeria's 
industrialization policy, especially 
as it relates to growing what we 
eat and eating what we grow. 
Sadly, like every other sector in 
the county in the succeeding 
years, the sugar industry became 
a victim of maladministration and 
bad governance.

But the sad story in the sector 
changed for the better and 
showed some flashes of rebirth 
with the launch of an ambitious, 
progressive, well-throughout and 
brilliant 10-year-long policy to 
drive, revive, reposition, revamp 
the sector and restore Nigeria's 
lost glory as far as sugar 
production with the continent was 
concerned. The policy, code 
named, the Nigeria Sugar Master 
Plan (NSMP) was birthed in 2012, 
but actual implementation began 
in 2013. With the launch of the 
NSMP, the once comatose, 
moribund and neglected sugar 
sector roared back to life as local 
and international investors picked 
interest in it.

The sugar policy is anchored on 
four  b road ,  but  d i s t inc t  
standpoints or cardinal objectives 
which are; for Nigeria to attain 
se l f  suf f i c iency in  sugar  
production, stem the rising tide of 
sugar importation, create job 
o p p o r t u n i t i e s ,  g e n e r a t e  
electricity and produce ethanol 
for industrial purposes. As 
captured in the master plan, 
N i g e r i a ' s  a n n u a l  s u g a r  
consumption of 1.7 million metric 
tones would be met after 10 
years. A total of 250,000 hectares 
would be required for cane 
cultivation, 28 factories would be 
established and over 100,000 
direct and indirect jobs would be 
created for Nigerians. A total of 
four companies signed into the 
B a c k w a r d  I n t e g r a t i o n  
Programme (BIP) of the NSMP. 
The companies are Dangote 
Sugar Refinery, BUA Sugar 
Refinery, Golden Sugar Refinery 
and KIA Africa Group. These BIP 
operators have their sites located 
in states across Nigeria where 
there are providing jobs for 
Nigerians and contributing and 
changing the economic fortunes 
of their host communities. The 
Dangote Sugar Refinery has its 
BIP sites in Numan Adamawa 
state and in Tunga in Nasarawa 
state, while the BUA Group has 
hers in Lafiagi, Kwara state, 
Golden Sugar BIP is located in 
Sunti, Niger state while that of 

KIA Africa is in Bacita, Kwara 
State.

With the Phase 1 of the master 
plan which began in 2013 
reaching its crescendo in the first 
quarter of 2023, the Federal 
government in a rare show of 
commitment to its economic 
diversification policy through the 
promotion of industrialization has 
graciously approved Phase 2 of 
t h e  p o l i c y,  w i t h  a c t u a l  
implementation to begin in 2023 
through 2033. Briefing newsmen 
at the end of the Federal 
Executive Council meeting, 
Minister of Industry, Trade and 
Investment, Otunba Niyi Adebayo 
said, “Today, Council approved 
the extension of the sugar master 
plan from 2023 to 2033. That's for 
another 10 years. And the whole 
idea of the sugar master plan is 

for the development of the sugar 
industry in order for Nigeria to 
attain self sufficiency in sugar 
production”.

“The plan has several policy 
measures or fiscal incentives to 
stimulate demand and attract 
private sector investment in the 
sugar industry. And part of the 
benefits of the sector is the local 
production of sugar. We have 
under phase 1 four major 
investors, investing in the 
industry. These are Dangote 
Sugar, BUA Sugar, Golden Sugar 
and KIA Africa Group which 
bought the Bacita sugar mill. 
They have jointly created 15,000 
jobs and they have over 200,000 
hectares of land that has been 
acquired for the production of 
sugarcane to enable them 

produce sugar locally. So, Council 
approved Phase 2 of the Nigeria 
Sugar Master Plan”.

Speaking with newsman on the 
current status of the NSMP Phase 
1 and what the NSMP Phase 2 
holds for the country while on a 
scheduled inspection visit to the 
various sugar BIP sites, the 
Executive Secretary, National 
Sugar Development Council, Mr. 
Zacch Adedeji said, ” like I've said 
elsewhere, the granting of the 
NSMP Phase2 by President 
Muhammadu Buhar i  i s  a  
reconfirmation of the trust and 
confidence that he has in the 
sector. This singular act points to 
the fact that Nigerians are 
pleased with what the Council, 
our supervising Ministry and 
operators have been doing with 
regards to the meaningful 
revitalization of the sugar sector. 

To whom much is given, 
expectedly, much would be 
expected. We are quite optimistic 
that a lot would be achieved in 
this Phase 2 of the NSMP”.

Mr. Adedeji further hinted that, 
“in line with the expectations of 
Mr. President and Nigerians, we 
shall in the shortest possible time 
attain self sufficiency in sugar 
production, and subsequently 
export to countries within the 
continent. But you know that one 
of the things that we have in the 
mandate to do is to assess what 
has happened in the last 10 
years, what are the lessons that 
we need to include as we begin a 
new journey come 2023. We shall 
tinker a bit with what we had in 
the past. Essentially, our next 
phase of activities would be 
anchored on verifiable data and 
innovation to make our work 
seamless”.

Meaningful implementation of 
the master plan cannot be 
achieved without the inputs of 
critical stakeholders in the sector. 
It was in full realization of this fact 
that the NSDC helmsman, Mr. 
Adedeji led a delegation from the 
Council, recently on a courtesy 
visit to the Governor of Nasarawa 
state and Chairman, Forum of 
Governors of Sugar Producing 
States, Engr. Abdullahi Sule in 
Lafia, Nasarawa state. He said the 
guidelines for the implementation 
of the Phase 2 of the NSMP 
require the inputs of critical 
stakeholders like state governors 
for it to succeed.

“Your Excellency, sir, we are 
quite pleased with the invaluable 
contributions of the Forum you 
c h a i r  t o  t h e  f a i t h f u l  
implementation of the Nigeria 
Sugar Master Plan. We've made 
considerable progress in critical 
segments of the NSMP, especially 
as it relates to the refining 
component of the plan. Our next 
plan of action is how to replicate 
the successes recorded in the 
area of sugar refining in our field 
and agricultural operations”.

“As you rightly know, the NSMP 
isn't about sugar production 
alone, we count largely on its 
ability to take millions of our 
people out of poverty, develop 
infrastructure and improve the 
economic status of communities 
hosting sugar projects. We are 
quite optimistic about our 
projections in the sugar industry. 
We shall rely heavily on the use of 
verifiable data and modern 
technology to drive the Phase 2 of 
the master plan. The sugar sector 
holds tremendous opportunity for 
Nigeria and Nigerians in terms of 
job creation for our youths, 
increased revenue and general 
economic prosperity for the 
nation”.

Without doubt, the journey to 
se l f - su f f i c i ency  i n  sugar  
production isn't without some 
bottlenecks, but the NSDC boss, 
Mr. Adedeji remains optimistic 
and upbeat that the Council under 
his watch would put necessary 
measures in place to ensure that 
all the lofty economic goals 
captured in the NSMP are 
manifestly realized for the overall 
benefit of Nigerians.

Source: Economic confidential

Nigeria was once on the enviable list of leading sugar producing nation's within the continent. It is safe to say that the 60s and 70s was Nigeria's golden era as far was sugar 
production was concerned. Nigeria took advantage of its sheer productive human population, large arable land, large body of water flowing from Rivers Benue and Niger, and 
It relied on the competence of expatriates and local sugar experts to become a top player in the sector in the past. Writes ABDULLAHI W. YUNUSA

 Towards sugar self-sufficiency in Nigeria

“The plan has several policy measures or fiscal incentives to 

stimulate demand and attract private sector investment in 

the sugar industry. And part of the benefits of the sector is 

the local production of sugar. We have under phase 1 four 

major investors, investing in the industry. These are 

Dangote Sugar, BUA Sugar, Golden Sugar and KIA Africa 

Group which bought the Bacita sugar mill. They have jointly 

created 15,000 jobs and they have over 200,000 hectares of 

land that has been acquired for the production of sugarcane 

to enable them produce sugar locally. So, Council approved 

Phase 2 of the Nigeria Sugar Master Plan”.
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Mistakes entrepreneurs make when scaling their businesses 
After scaling several businesses to seven figures and beyond, this entrepreneur has learned what to do and not to do during a 

period of growth. There are the steps you should take and the mistakes to avoid. SCOTT OLDFORD writes. 

CALING your business to 
seven figures is not that Shard. But it also isn't 

easy. At least, it's not easy to 
maintain a seven-figure business 
and continue to scale it.

I've learned this the hard way 
after building and growing several 
businesses to seven figures and 
beyond — as well as mentoring 
and investing in dozens more. It's 
strange how easy it can feel once 
you build some momentum. 
Growth leads to growth and 
everything seems to be okay. 
Until all of a sudden, it isn't.

Having gone through this cycle 
myself, I've discovered a few 
common mistakes most of us 
make when in a period of growth. 
I share these in the hope they not 
only inspire you to scale your own 
business to new heights but 
maintain these levels so you can 
continue to smash through one 
glass ceiling after another.

You hire too fast
No matter what industry you're 

in, it's important to expand your 
team when growing your 
business. You can only do so 
much. You must delegate and 
work on the business instead of 
trying to do everything on your 
own. However, the timing around 
all this has to be right. If you push 
too hard too soon, you can 
ove rwhe lm  and  ha l t  a l l  
momentum.

So although you need to grow 
your team — and constantly think 
about the different types of roles 
you need — it's essential that you 

get clear on your priorities. By 
honing in on the roles that offer 
the most return, you ensure you 
maintain your momentum 
without putting too main strain on 
yourself, your existing team 
members, and, most important of 
all, your cash flow.

You create too many offers
I see this mistake all the time, 

often because an entrepreneur 
gets caught up comparing 
themselves to other business 
owners. You've heard the advice 
before, to diversify your portfolio 
and add multiple income streams. 
It's good advice, in part. Yet you 
have to tread carefully because 
launching too many offers too 
soon places far too much pressure 
on your shoulders. Worse than 
that, it creates a disconnect 
between you and your audience 
because they don't know what 
they should do next.

Should they buy your course? 
Maybe hire you to coach them? 
How about that membership they 
can subscribe to? Or that other 
course, program or product?

The last thing you want to do is 
overwhelm and confuse. Adding 
new income streams is important, 
but you don't have to do it all now. 
Make sure you become a "go-to" 
authority in one or two areas and 
provide huge value to those you 
serve.

You increase your expenses
This mistake is a byproduct of 

the previous two because as you 
grow your team and add new 
income streams, your expenses 
rise exponentially. It can seem 

manageable at first, but before 
long it can spiral out of control. 
I've experienced this firsthand as 
my monthly expenses practically 
doubled month-on-month. It's a 
disaster waiting to happen unless 
you get crystal clear on your 
finances.

This is a continuous habit you 
need to nurture, ensuring you 
check in on your revenue and 
expenditure each month. It's not 
that you shouldn't spend more as 
you make more, but you have to 
give everything you invest in 
purpose. Whether that's a new 
team member, improving your 
lifestyle or placing new resources 
into the business, you always 
have to have a reason for 
spending your money. If not, you 
can quickly run out of it.

 You don't reinvest in your 
business

This is a huge mistake and once 
again it's one I used to make. 
There's so much advice out there 
about how to invest your money. 

The problem is, most of it isn't 
relevant to an entrepreneur 
because most of it encourages 
you to take money out of your 
business and place it somewhere 
else (stocks, shares, bonds, 
pensions, etc.). That makes 
sense for someone with a 
predictable income. But for an 
entrepreneur? No way! The best 
thing you can invest in is your 
business because this is what you 
have the most control over. So 
before you give your money to 
someone else to invest, make 
sure you fully support your 
business with the time, money 
and resources it needs.

You don't take money out of 
your business

It's important to constantly 
invest in your business, but you 
have to continue to invest in your 
own life, lifestyle and personal 
growth. In the early days, I also 
recommend entrepreneurs take 
as little as they can and reinvest 
as much of it into their business. 

Yet this can only last so long. Once 
you build momentum and step 
into a period of growth, you have 
to embrace this yourself — not 
just as a business owner, but as a 
human being.

I see this mistake play out too 
often as successful entrepreneurs 
struggle to step back and enjoy 
life. It's a fine balance, yet it's an 
important one if you want to find 
harmony. The alternative soon 
turns toxic as you begin to resent 
your business. It's an easy fix 
because all you have to do is to 
commit to growing as a person as 
you grow your business. This 
means you too require (and 
deserve) investment: money, 
time, energy and attention.

The rollercoaster ride you're on 
is full of ups and downs. Just 
because you're scaling and on the 
fast track to seven figures and 
beyond doesn't mean there aren't 
obstacles in your way. Avoid and 
overcoming these five mistakes 
will help you navigate your way to 
success.

W I T H CELESTINE D. ATTSAR

“Yet you have to tread carefully because launching too many 
offers too soon places far too much pressure on your shoulders. 
Worse than that, it creates a disconnect between you and your 
audience because they don't know what they should do next 
Should they buy your course? Maybe hire you to coach them? How 
about that membership they can subscribe to? Or that other 
course, program or product? The last thing you want to do is 
overwhelm and confuse. Adding new income streams is 
important, but you don't have to do it all now. Make sure you 
become a "go-to" authority in one or two areas and provide huge 
value to those you serve.”
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commercial sex worker whotold me she loved how 
I dress and I should keep it up. She said that they 
are trying to be like that. I believe that through my 
dressing, I am ministering to people especially 
women. I learnt that some men tell their wives 
that they love the way I dress. My son lived in Asia 
and got married. He recently brought his wife 
home and when  he introduced his wife to me, I 
noticed that she was wearing a flowing gown. I 
was curious so I asked her and she said that she 
decided to be like me. She said she took her 
clothes to the tailor and told them to do flowing 
gowns like Chioma Jesus dresses because I am her 
spiritual mother. I am touching lives with my 
dressing. If I am doing something that I know is 
changing people's lives for the better, I have to 
continue doing it.

You wear a unique hat that has become 
your trademark. How did you stumble on the 
hat?

It is not that I love hats. If you are familiar with 
my style, you would notice that it is only that 
particular hat that I wear. It was the same year I 
released the 'Chioma Jesus' song that I began 

wearing the hat. Like I said earlier, before I do 
anything I pray. I asked God how he would want 
me to appear; the kind of headgear I should wear 
and when I went to the market and saw that hat, 
the spirit of God told me to pick it. After my first 
album, I began to wear the hat and I noticed that 
people really loved it. That is how it became a part 
of my brand. I looked for the people that made the 
hat and I began to buy it. Sometimes I would enter 
a room without the hat but people would not 
recognise me but once I wear the hat, everybody 
knows that Chioma Jesus is around.

How many do you own?
I have about 20 different 

colours of that hat.
It seems you do not 

like applying make-
up on your face…

No I don't like using 
it. If I must, it would be 
a very light 
one. It 
i s  

Continued from page 16
Continued from page 18

j u s t  m y  
lifestyle. I 
don't feel 
comfortable 
with them.

Also, you 
h a r d l y  
w e a r  
accessorie
s…

No, I don't 
put on those 
things.

W h e n  
w a s  t h e  
last time 
you wore a 
necklace?

I  w o r e  
neck l a ces  
last when I 
was about 15 years old because my mother loves 
gold. She always bought gold for me but when I 
gave my life to Christ, I decided not to wear those 
things again. I don't wear earrings as well.

You seem to have a flare for African fabrics, 
why? 

I am proud to be an African. I try my best as a 
gospel artiste to showcase the African style to the 
world. I am trying to make Africa proud and also to 
let people know that we love our culture as 
Africans. There was a time I was in Germany and I 
wore our African attire. As I was walking into the 
venue of the programme, I saw the way the 
Germans were admiring me. Some even went as 
far as touching the cloth. I am so happy that I am 
an African and I try to portray the image of Africa 
abroad.

What would you never wear?
I would never wear trousers, spaghetti tops and 

gowns. I would never wear anything that would 
expose my body. I can never be seen wearing 
mini-skirt and no one would ever see me walking 
half naked on the road.

What do you have against trousers?
I am not condemning people that wear trousers 

but I am not used to it because I never wore it 
while growing up. It would be too late for me to 
start wearing it now and my fans would not even 
like it. Even those that wear it would condemn me 
when they see me wearing it now because they 
know it is not part of my lifestyle.

If you had a chance to alter any part of your 
body, what would it be?

I would not change any part of my body and I 
thank God for how He has made me. Some days 
back, I saw a physically challenged lady dancing 
with her husband on Instagram; it was her 
wedding day and she was so happy. She was on 
the wheelchair while her husband was dancing 
next to her.

I have two legs, hands, why would I go to the 
doctor to change anything? What would I do if I 
was blind? I have to thank God for the way He has 
created me for the Bible says that we are fearfully 
and wonderfully made. We are made in the image 

of God, so any how you see yourself, you 
have to thank God and glorify Him.

What's your opinion on skin 
bleaching and tattoos?

It really irritates me; tattoo 
is not from God, it is 
demonic. You see some 
women bleach so much 
that their skin begins to 
have different colours. It is 
not good. You see some 
women's body would 

shrink before they clock 50; 
it is because of all the 

chemicals they have been 
applying on their skin. It really 

irritates me and I don't like it.
Source: Kemi Filani

Abidoye has been at 
Chocolate City Group since 
2012 when she joined as 
legal and content manager 
and worked her way up, 
supporting the many artists 
that have come through the 
label. Now, she is responsible 
for managing the overall 
operations and resources of 
Chocolate City's music 
business, including strategy, 
d e v e l o p m e n t  a n d  
implementation.

Chocolate City Music is one 
of the prominent record 

labels in Nigeria with artists like legendary rapper M.I. Abaga, Dice 
Alles, Blagbonez, DJ Lambo among others on its roster. 

She was instrumental in initiating and formalizing the landmark 
partnership between US-based Warner Music Group, and the 
Chocolate City; the first of its kind in Nigeria.

Before joining Chocolate City, Abidoye worked as a summer law 
clerk for Hon. Sterling Johnson Jr. (US District Court), and at the 
Johnny Cochran Law Firm.

Kick-ass women in 
Nigeria's music industry

Ibukun Aibee Abidoye (Executive vice president, 

Chocolate City Group)

“Mama Burna” as she is 
affectionately known, Bose 
Ogulu is not only Burna Boy's 
manager, she also heads 
Spaceship Collective, which 
includes record label Spaceship 
Entertainment and a publishing 
arm.

Before joining her son's team, 
Ogulu had a successful career 
working as a translator for the 
Federation of West African 
Chambers of Commerce and 
taught French for 10 years at 
the University of Education in 

Port Harcourt, retiring in 2018. She can speak French, Italian, 
German, English and Yoruba fluently.

Apart from Burna Boy, she also manages his sister Nissi Ogulu 
(aka Nissi), a visual artist and musician; and her father, author 
Benson Idonije (he is also Fela Anikulapo-Kuti's first band 
manager).

At the 2019 BET International Awards, she made a speech: 
“Thank you, Africa, because that is the constituency for which we 
got noticed in the first place, and the message from Burna I believe 
would be that every person should please remember that you were 
Africans before you were anything else, thank you.”

The last part of that speech made it onto Burna Boy's Grammy-
nominated album African Giant.

Bose Ogulu (Executive, Spaceship Collective)

Janet Nwose (Manager, Asa)

J a n e t  N w o s e  h a s  
managed Asa, one of 
Nigeria's most critically 
acclaimed singers, for 
more than 17 years. 

Together, they have 
created a distinct sound 
and brand for Asa through 
four albums, several tours 
and many performances. 
With Nwose's guidance 
and support (she sings 
backup sometimes too), 
Asa has grown to occupy a 
unique space among the 
greats of Nigerian music. 

“Janet is not only a manager, she is my sister and my family on 
the road and in addition to coordinating labels, publishers, agents 
and musicians, she wears many hats. She is my make-up artist 
sometimes, stylist and she has a good eye for photography. She is 
a really talented person who knows when to switch hats and I 
respect that,” Asa told PUNCH in 2016.

She added: “Sometimes, it is hard when people do not 
understand you; they don't know where you are coming from or 
where you're going. Loyalty is really hard to come by in [the] music 
business.”

My hat is my trademark 
– Chioma Jesus
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UNITY AND FAITH PEACE AND PROGRESSPlateau State Internal Revenue Service
Jos, Plateau State, Nigeria

LATEAU State Internal Revenue Service 

(PSIRS) is pleased to announce an Pexciting opportunity for Tax Firms to 
submit proposals in conformity with the PSIRS 
guidelines for the engagement of Technical 
Consultants and in accordance with the Plateau 
State Government's Executive Order No. 001 of 

2023 issued on the 10th July 2023.
Are you a Tax Consulting Firm with a passion for 

excellence in providing innovative solutions? This 

is your chance to showcase your technical 

expertise and join forces with PSIRS in shaping 

Plateau State's taxation future.
PSIRS is committed to transforming its tax 

administration system to enhance efficiency, 

transparency, and revenue generation. To 

achieve this goal, we seek proposals from 

qualified Tax Consulting Firms to collaborate with 

us on various initiatives.
Key areas of focus include:

-  Tax Liability Audit in Telecommunications,  
Manufacturing,  Processing,  Banking,  Small and 
Medium Businesses,  etc.
-   to establish back years liabilities on non-

remittances of withholding taxes on interests and 

dividends for individuals, enterprises, corporate 

entities, and statutory bodies. Companies and 

other organizations.
If your firm possesses the requisite expertise, 

experience, and a track record of success in these 

areas, we encourage you to submit a proposal to 

PSIRS. This is an exclusive opportunity to 

collaborate with us in driving positive change and 

contributing to the growth and development of 

Plateau State.
Your proposals should be addressed to The 

Executive Chairman, Plateau State Internal 

Revenue Service, No 6 Bank Road Jos, Plateau 

State. The submission deadline for proposals is 

August 31, 2023.
Join us in building a more robust and dynamic 

tax administration system in Plateau State. We 

can create a brighter future for our state and its 

citizens.

MR. JIM PAM WAYAS 
Executive Chairman

Plateau State Internal Revenue Service 

ADVERTORIAL 

Office of the Executive Governor,
Plateau State, Nigeria

Government House, Little Rayfield, Jos. www.plateaustate.gov.ng

EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. OO1 OF 2O23
TO IDENTIFY, TRACE AND RECOVER PROCEEDS OF CRIME 
RELATED TO OR CONNECTED WITH PLATEAU STATE 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS AND ASSETS.

WHEREAS relevant Statutes impose a duty on Persons, Corporate 
Entities and Statutory Bodies to account for the common wealth of the 
citizenry which they hold in trust for them as stipulated in the Freedom of 
Information Act;

AND whereas every resident of Plateau State has a right to know what 
State actors, Corporate Entities and Statutory Bodies have done with the 
resources available or paid to them being under obligation to voluntarily 
declare their income and expenditure from all sources within and outside 
the State;

COGNIZANT of the duty of inculcating in all citizens, the ethics of 
responsibility to the State, accountability, and honesty;

AWARE that Plateau State Government owes citizens the duty of 
providing security, welfare and development; and

CONSEQUENT upon the determination of Plateau State Government to 
provide an opportunity for all Persons, Statutory Bodies and Corporate 
Entities to be accountable to the people they hold money in trust, under 
all relevant Statutes to voluntarily declare their Assets and Income and 
pay or remit taxes due on them and in return obtain some benefits.

NOW THEREFORE, PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY VESTED IN ME 
BY THE CONSTITUTION AS THE EXECUTIVE GOVERNOR OF 
PLATEAU STATE, NIGERIA, I HEREBY ORDER THUS FORTHWITH:

1.    Plateau State Government shall engage Technical Consultants to 
develop a database and establish back years liabilities for all companies   
in   the   Telecommunications,   Manufacturing   and Processing, 
Banking and other Industries, which includes Small and Medium 
Enterprises.
2.    Plateau State Government shall engage Technical Consultants to 
establish back years liabilities on non-remittances of withholding taxes 
on  interests and  dividends  for individuals,  enterprises, corporate   
entities,    statutory   bodies,    companies    and    other organizations.
3.   The Plateau State Government shall engage Technical Consultants to 
establish back years liabilities on Bank Account Inventories domicile with 
all banks in the State, unreported revenues and reconciliation of External 
and Internal Debts for the Government.
4.   The Technical Consultants or designated Audit Firms shall ONLY 
Audit the Statutory Remittances by way of taxation from the people, 
Statutory Bodies and Corporate Entities and thereafter submit its 
findings to the Ministry of Justice.
5.   The Ministry of Justice shall IDENTIFY, TRACE,PROSECUTE and   
RECOVER   all   proceeds   of   crime   relative   to   this EXECUTIVE 
ORDER which are due and payable to the coffers of Plateau State 
Government upon terms to be determined by the Governor.
6.  This Executive Order shall be read in conjunction with all extant Tax 
Laws and Regulations.
7.   This Executive Order shall come into force on the day and date it is 

th 
signed by the Executive Governor and deemed spent on the 29 day of 
May 2027.

Dated this 10th day of July 2023

SIGNED:

Barr. Caleb Manasseh Mutfwang
Executive Governor of Plateau State, Nigeria.









benefit the entire country. The 

government could also identify 

and fix some major federal roads 

in 36 states. Even with the 

tightest and strictest policy or 

processes in giving out this cash 

to the most vulnerable in our 

society, the majority of these 

palliative money would still find 

its way into the hands of greedy 

politicians.
 Olanshile Lanks
The president's first weeks in 

office must have been tiring due 

to the tedious work he must have 

engaged in strengthening our 

economy. However, empowering 

the youths with verifiable small-

scale businesses would be better 

compared to the disbursement of 
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moribund refineries for local 

production, consumption and 

exportation.
N8,000 palliative is small 

compared to the average cost of 

living in Nigeria, though locations 

differ. The government should 

encourage loca l  modular  

refineries to boost domestic 

production and el iminate 

dollarisation of the exchange of 

crude oil for local refineries. 

Long-term support should also 

be provided to local companies 

that can refine crude oil in the 

country.
The president should first 

define what a household is, then 

tell us the number of households 

we have in Nigeria from credible 

sources. He should also tell us 

the  percentage  o f  such  

households that have bank 

account numbers and/or mobile 

phones. Then I could say he had 

done the necessary background 

work and likely have good 

intentions.
 Ogunneye Olaniyi
We have  non func t i ona l  

refineries. The president should 

take a bold step to make one or 

two of them work at their 

maximum capacities. It would be 

a mistake if the government 

decides to give palliatives in 

monetary terms. If refineries 

work, the economic effect would 

buying a pack of noodles.
 Aniekpeno Akpan
It is a nice idea to cushion the 

effect of fuel subsidy removal. I 

commend Mr. President for that 

decision. However, the scheme 

should not be handled by the 

Ministry of Humanitarian Affairs, 

Disaster Management and Social 

Development because the cash 

transfer programme, during ex-

President Buhari's regime, was 

not handled well by that ministry. 

Poor masses were suffering while 

they transfered it to other 

individuals. Artificial intelligence 

should be adopted in identifying 

the poor in the course of 

implementing the palliative 

scheme.

Continued from page 10 N8000 to poor households. 

Supporting small businesses is 

capable of building our economy 

as well as fighting terrorism and 

criminality. Moreover, providing 

funds as grants to schools is 

greatly advisable as it tends to 

reduce the rate of dropouts, out-

of-school children, and related 

problems facing the country.
 Elovichi Henry
This is a waste and would not 

add any positive value to any 

family — that is if the money gets 

to the poor masses and is not 

hijacked by corrupt government 

officials, just like TraderMoni and 

COVID-19 palliatives. This money 

cannot buy a bag of rice nor fill a 

12KG gas cylinder, not to talk of 

Babawibe
It is a bad economic decision. 

The monetary palliative would 

not do any good economically. 

Rather, the government should 

look at how to intervene in public 

transportation and alleviate the 

scourge of subsidy removal. The 

palliative is another subsidy in 

disguise. You cannot declare 

subsidy a conduit and create 

another one in its place. The 

president should come up with 

policies that could be theorised 

and replicated anywhere in the 

world. The palliative would breed 

corruption and end up like 

TraderMoni.
This should ordinarily be 

commended, but the fear of the 

'Nigerian factor' comes to mind — 

which is, the modalities to get the 

m o n e y  t o  t h e  r i g h t f u l  

beneficiaries. I would suggest 

two methods of enrolling 

beneficiaries for the palliative, 

which are online and offline. 

Those who have access to the 

internet should apply online while 

those who do not should be 

registered using the National 

Population Commission platform. 

Again, while the six months 

palliative is a short-term relief, 

t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  s h o u l d  

immediately embark on a long-

term relief which is to revamp our 

N8,000 palliative is small compared to the average cost of 

living in Nigeria, though locations differ. The government 

should encourage local modular refineries to boost domestic 

production and eliminate dollarisation of the exchange of 

crude oil for local refineries. Long-term support should also 

be provided to local companies that can refine crude oil in 

the country. The president should first define what a 

household is, then tell us the number of households we have 

in Nigeria from credible sources. He should also tell us the 

percentage of such households that have bank account 

numbers and/or mobile phones. Then I could say he had 

done the necessary background work and likely have good 

intentions.

Anxiety trails relief package for states
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Hon. Musa Ibrahim Ashoms (left) receiving the handing over notes from the 
most senior of the Ministry, Mr. Wulime Goyit

State Commissioner for Information and Communication, Hon. Musa 
Ashoms, his wife and Directors of the Ministry in a photograph

Council Chairman of NUJ, Nr. Paul Jatau (middle) flanked by other well-
wishers at the brief ceremony

Hon. Musa Ashoms (middle) making some remarks

Commissioner Musa Ashoms, wife and senior officials under the Ministry of 
Information in a photograph

The celebrant in a group photograph with NUJ Chairman and some members 
of the pen profession

Hon. Musa Ashoms in photograph with his wife and some dignitaries that 
witnessed the ceremony

Commissioner for Information and Communication (backing camera) during 
a special prayers in his office

ASHOMS ASSUMES OFFICE
The newly sworn-in Commissioner for Information and Communication, Plateau State, Hon. Musa Ibrahim Ashoms recently took over the 

affairs of the ministry at the J.D. Gomwalk State Secretariat, Jos
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AKE sure your lights, indicators, 
reflectors and number plate Mlighting are clear and in good 

working order to enable you see clearly and 
be seen at all times. A clean windscreen is of 
equal importance when driving at night.

Drive at a speed that allows you to stop 
within the distance covered by your lights. 
Assuming good driving conditions on an 
unlit road, the headlights of a typical car let 
you see for about 100 metres. Dipped lights 
will let you see for about 30 metres and a 
car travelling at 100 km/h will cover this 
distance in approximately a second. Keep 
your headlights adjusted properly. If they 
are out of line they may dazzle oncoming 
traffic, even when dipped.

Even with the best headlights, you can see 
less at night then during the day. 
Pedestrians and unlit bicycles are extremely 
difficult to see in the dark, particularly if you 
have to deal with the glare of oncoming 
lights.

When to use headlights
If conditions require you to use headlights 

to drive safely, you must use them. Use 
dipped headlights at night or main beam 
headlights as appropriate. When in doubt 
turn on your full lights to see clearly and 
clear your doubts. Ensure that the red lights 
and the number plate lighting at the back of 
your vehicle are working properly. 

Reflections may help you confirm if they 
are but the sure way is to turn them on, 
alight, go to the back and check for yourself. 
In the case of reverse and brake lights, you 
can get someone to help you check while 
you engage your reverse gear and press 
your brake pedal. That way you can be sure 
your rear lights are functional. As for your 
indicators if any of the sides blinks too 
rapidly it is an indication that either the rear 
or front indicator is not working. 

Use dipped lights:
just after the beginning (dusk) and before 

the end (dawn) of lighting up hours,
as long as they are need to let you see 

clearly,
when stopped in traffic,
in built-up areas where there is good 

street lighting, on continuously lit roads 
outside built-up areas,

when following behind another vehicle, 
where there is dense fog, falling snow or 

heavy rain, 

when daylight is fading, and 
generally, to avoid inconveniencing other 

traffic.
It is good practice to use dipped 

headlights or dim/dip lights, where fitted, 
instead of only sidelights (parking lights) in 
built-up areas where there is good street 
lighting.

Use main beam headlights in situations, 
places and times outside of those listed 
above.

Use fog lights only during dense fog and 
falling snow. You must turn them off at all 
other times

What to do if you are dazzled by another 
vehicle's headlights

Slow down and stop if necessary.
Always watch for pedestrians or cyclists 

on your side of the road.
If the dazzle is from an oncoming vehicle, 

avoid it by looking towards the verge (edge 
of your side of the road) until the vehicle 
has passed. If on the other hand the dazzle 
is from a vehicle behind you and reflected in 
your mirror, operate the night – driving 
mode on the mirror

At night, your peripheral vision is not as 
sharp as it could be and darkness makes it 
more difficult to gauge distance and 
movement. From safety perspective, it is 
important that lights are switched on as 
soon as dusk appears.  That way you will 
see more and be seen sooner. Researches 
have shown that crashes are relatively low 
in areas with policies of driving on dimmed 
lights during daytime hours. If dazzled by 
oncoming vehicle's lights, do not be 
tempted to dazzle back as two wrongs do 
not make a right. Instead do the needful by 
heeding to the guide given earlier. You can 
reduce the glare by concentrating on your 
side of the road. 

The condition of your vehicle is of great 
importance. If you notice a reduction in the 
strength of you lights or if they go dim, 
clean the outer glass. A file kilometres in 
muddy conditions dulls the lights more than 
you might imagine. It is also important to 
have lights properly focused and 
windscreen well cleaned. Cracks or 
scratches may mean you should consider 
replacing them. Even your own glasses, if 
you wear them should be cleaned before 
setting out on a journey.  

Night driving (iii)

Michael Agada

T H E  N i g e r i a n  Yo u t h  
P a r l i a m e n t  N Y P,  h a s  
commended Seyi Tinubu, son 
of President Bola Ahmed 
Tinubu for the distribution of 
50 wheelchairs to some 
physically challenged persons.

Speaker of the Parliament, 
Dr. AzeezatYishawu, made the 
commendation in a statement 
made available to newsmen. 
S h e  s a i d  S e y i  h a s  
distinguished himself by his 
continuous engagement and 
consultations with youths 
across Nigeria.

Yishawu said, Seyi has 
visited many states in the 
country, meeting various 
youth groups, mobilizing and 
canvassing heavily, giving a 
listening ear to aggrieved 
members of almost all groups 
and creating a balance where 
all members can be brought to 
the same table to work 
together.

She described him as a 
strong influencer saying, 
"SeyiTinubu is not an average 
individual or just a member of 
the first family. Series of 
activities he has engaged 
himself in have depicted him 
to be a bridge between the 
powerful political class and 
average young Nigerians.

"SeyiTinubu has now been 
taken as a role model to so 
many young people for taking 
young people along and 
always working to ensure 
youth inclusion through his 

influence. 
"He has shown a strong 

desire to ensure the younger 
generation gets a good 
bargain in the current 
administration and the results 
are already here.

"He has become the lens and 
voice through which the 
yearnings of the Nigerian 
youth can be seen and heard, 
a role that goes beyond just 
being a first son. We have seen 
many sons of presidents in the 
past but SeyiTinubu is bringing 
humility and selflessness into 
the game.

"This has made many young 
minds to repose a level of 
confidence in him to be a 
catalyst for the growth and 
development of the Nigerian 

youth. We have seen his 
continuous engagement of 
various youth and student 
stakeholders in his active 
political participations",she 
said.

S h e  a l s o  r e c a l l e d  
SeyiTinubu's pre- Inauguration 
youth concert and donation of 
six brand new buses and 
multiple Android phones and 
other forms of empowerment in 
just one night, assuring that it 
is an indication that the tides in 
the next four years will be good.

"Seyi  is  changing the 
narratives and ensuring young 
people are involved in politics, 
g o v e r n a n c e  a n d  
administration. Nigeria is ours, 
Niger ia we serve",  she 
applauded.

NYP commends Tinubu's son for 
donating 50 wheelchairs

From WILLIE ATTAH, 
Gombe

SCORES of residents of 
Alaja Phase one, Alaja Phase 
t w o ,  I s a g u n n a  a n d  
Aponmode communities in 
Akinyele Local Government 
Area of Oyo State have 
staged a protest over alleged 
forceful eviction from their 
p r o p e r t y  b y  s o m e  
individuals. 

The residents who are 
landlords and landladies in 
the communities recently 
stormed the premises of 
State House of Assembly to 
register their grievances. 

The protesters, while 
speaking, explained that 
their homes have been 
invaded by someone who 
claimed to be the real owner 
o f  t he  l ands  i n  t he  
communities. 

The residents alleged that 
Mogaji of Akinsola family 
compound in Ibadan, Chief 
Wale Oladoja has invaded 
their communities in a bid to 
evict them. 

The residents said they 
have been occupying the 
said lands for decades. 

They added that they were 
surprised to hear that 
someone has got a court 
injunction to evict them from 
their properties. 

The protesters, who took a 
save-our-soul message to 
the entrance of Oyo State 
House of Assembly Complex, 
appealed to the lawmakers 
to rescue the people of the 

communities from Oladoja 
who had sealed off their 
houses since Wednesday.

A community leader, 
RaufAdeogun narrated that 
they were summoned to a 
meeting that those who 
bought land from our 
forefathers, would buy the 
land again from the original 
owner which is one of the 
lineages of Akinsola family.

He said, "And our father 
had warned us not to 
forcefully take back land 
already sold because Labi 
was owned by four lineages 
of Akinsola which are: Oju-
Oyo, Oje, Idi-kan and 
Labiran, so the Labiran 
family is now the one 
disturbing the residents.

"We had been to the 
Olubadan to seek for the 
resolution of the matter and 
Olubadan had warned the 
'land grabbers' not to 
forcefully take the land from 
the owners". 

A member of the state 
H o u s e  o f  A s s e m b l y  
represent ing  Ak inye le  
constituency 1, LekanAbiola 
in his reaction, promised to 
call Oladoja to hear his own 
side of the story.

The lawmaker representing 

Akinyele constituency 2, 

KehindeOlatunde said that 

t h e  9 t h  A s s e m b l y  

promulgated  ant i - land 

grabbing law which indicated 

the interest of the State 

Government in stopping land 

grabbing, noting that this 

present Assembly will not 

allow land grabbers in the 

state and will make sure they 

face the full wrath of the law.
"The 9th Assembly was the 

one that promulgated the law 

of anti-land grabbing and the 

House is not taking it lightly 

at all. Because we found out 

that the land grabbers  

migrated from Lagos State to 

Ogun State and from Ogun 

State to Oyo State. And we 

are not going to take it, even 

the governor will not take it. 
O ladoja ,  in  h is  own 

reaction, said that the family 

acted on the court judgment 

obtained in 2001 by the 

Akinsola family who is the 

real owner of all the lands in 

Labi to take back their land.
"My Family acted according 

to the law of the land, 

because we have four to five 

judgments in respect to the 

land they are talking about. 

We had held peaceful 

meeting with the residents of 

the community several times, 

even our respected Imperial 

Majesty, Olubadan of Ibadan 

land, ? ba Mohood Olalekan 

Al l i  Okunmade II had 

scheduled a meeting with us 

for the resolution of the same 

matter".34

Ibadan residents protest over 
alleged forceful eviction

From 
MUSLIUDEEN ADEBAYO, 

Ibadan

Yishawu



NIGERIA is one of the largest economies 
in Africa despite this great feat, it has one 
of the most significant energy deficits in 
the world.  Although government aims to 
achieve and boost electricity access from 
45% to 90% by 2030, which has been 
approached by using different techniques 
to achieve this boost. One of such 
approaches is the privatisation of the 
power sector in 2013, which aims to 
improve the power sector efficiency, 
attract investment and increase the total 
amount of electricity power generated, 
however, due to misaligned incentives, 
this approach has produced results of 
varying degrees. Some of the challenges 
which inhibited the privatisation of the 
sector include unreliable gas supply, 
vandalism, insufficient metering among 
others.

In the Nigerian power industry, many 
consumers are unmetered and the 
N iger ian  E lec t r i c i ty  Regu la tory  
Commission (NERC) has attempted to 
reduce the metering gap in recent years 
through various means such as the 
baning and criminalization of estimated 
billing, which has done very little in 
closing the gap as metering issues still 
persist.

In another attempt to fix this challenge, 
the Federal Government launched the 
National Mass Metering Program (NMMP), 
an initiative geared towards mass 
Metering of Nigerians by providing loan 
facility from the Central Bank of Nigeria to 
the Discos for the procurement of meters 
f o r  cus tomer s ,  and  the  l o ca l  
manufacturers. This is to ensure that it 
provides over 4 million meters as 
estimated billing encourage a lack of 
transparency and accountabi l i ty, 
worsening tariff collection.  In the first 

phase of the NMMP called (phase 0) over 1 
million meters were estimated to be 
deployed in about 6 months but the 
process was delayed as prevailing 
challenges crippled the roll out of the 
assets. At the end of the phase, over a 
mil l ion meters were reportedly 
distributed. Data from the Nigerian 
Electricity Regulatory Commission 
(NERC) has shown that at least 8.1 million 
of the country's 12.1 million customers 
are unmetered. NERC said that only about 
4.66 million end-users, representing 36% 
of the entire pool had been fully metered 
at the end of November 2021.                         

Consequently, the huge metering gap in 
Nigeria presents a Herculean challenge 
for the Discos when it comes to measuring 
the unmetered customers significantly, 
there is no more interested party in the 
comprehensive metering discussion than 
the DISCO's. And this is because it is 
estimated that metering alone reduces 

collection losses by 30% .  Additionally, it 
minimizes the alienation of consumers 
who,  often underpay or do not pay their 
electricity bills,  based on the disputed bills.  
In recognition of impossibility of 
comprehensive metering within the near 
mid-term period, the regulator, the 
Niger ian  E lec t r i c i ty  Regu la tory  

Commission (NERC)  enacted a regulation 
on estimated billing methodology to guide 
the DISCOs in their billing.  Nonetheless,  
application of the methodology remains a 
very contentious process,  as we have seen 
cases of overbilling and cases of under 
billing which,  the consumers never talk 
about.  Understandably estimated billing is 
a vexing issue to un-metered customer,  

due to the perception of overbilling 
situations.

Estimated billing is a major contributor 
to non- technical losses as customers 
have resulted in illegal and corrupt 
practices to get out of paying those bills, 
they considered Exorbitant,  which has led 
to constant and frequent clashes between 
the DISCO's employees and customers.  
These exorbitant bills have been linked to 
DISCOS trying to recover or improve their 
profit due to loss of revenues, this is due 
to lack of transparency and accountability 
between the DISCO's and their 
customers. About eighty percent of 
consumers grievances received by NERC 
is related to exorbitant bills,  estimated 
billing,  and poor metering infrastructure 
this practice has continued to be a thorn in 
the flesh of Nigerians as some non-  
delivery of paid prepaid meters and are 
forced to continue to pay for electricity not 
consumed.

It is not misinformation that the Discos 

are billing unnecessarily and even 

arbitrary to meet target. Imagine for 

instance even with the epileptic power 

supply across Jos and its environs the Jos 

Electricity Distribution Company (JED), 

has continued to give out exorbitant bills 

to consumers for power never consumed. 

Estimated customers in Jos pay between 

15,000 to 22,000 monthly as the case 

may be while his neighbor who feeds from 

the same feeder/transformer but has 

prepaid meter spend between 5,000 to 

10,000 on buying units in a month, where 

is the justification in estimated billing? 

The company also charge consumers to 

replace melted fuse in transformers,  buy 
cables,  buy poles if not the community will 
remain in perpetual darkness and at the 
end, the company will immediately come 

in and claim that this equipment belongs 
to them.  And anytime this exploitations,  
takes place and you complain or take any 
action not in tandem with the policy of 

electricity company their personnel will 
come and disconnect and sometimes 

remove what you bought. 
The scam in estimated billing had 

previously caught the eye of the national 

assembly in 2018, the house of 

representatives moved to criminalize 

electricity estimated billing system 

except where a consumer's meter cannot 
be accessed by the service provider.  The 
bill was introduced when Gbajabiamila 

was the house leader and was passed into 
law, but was not assented by the president.  
However, it was introduced again in the 9th 

assembly.
The Nigerian Electricity Regulatory 

Commission (NERC) has not lived up to its 

expectations with respect to estimated 

billing. The commission tend to work with 

the Discos to exploit consumers. Even 

after issuing policy guidelines for conduct 

of business in the power sector, it ends 

there, the commission does not care if 

Discos adheres to the rules or not, how 

many time has NERC issued statements 

to the effect that customers who are not 

metered should not pay estimated billing? 

How many times did NERC direct Discos to 

meter certain customers annually without 
results?

Discos have flagrantly abused the 

procedures for estimated billing of 

electricity consumers; therefore, one 
thinks there is no justification for 
estimated billing of electricity customers.  
Although in some cases estimated billing 

is calculated based on the level and 

quantity of supply in an area and not 

necessarily driven by collection of targets 

as it is widely believed. 
The Federal government through the 

Minister of Finance, Zainab Ahmed, had 

earlier announced that the federal 
government had quietly removed all 
subsidies in the power sector. by 
impl icat ions, consumers may be 

compelled to pay more for energy not 
consumed. The federal government 
should not only stop at removing subsidy,  
it should find a way of addressing this 

issue because this exorbitant charges 

with minimum electricity supply if not 

addressed may lead to chaos in 

communities as many have started 

protesting the issue.
Nigerians are ready to be metered and 

would readily accept prepaid meters,  as 
this would give them control over their 
consumption and help install them energy 
management.  This will in turn improve 
efficiency,  utility operational cost,  revenue 
collection and reduce energy wastage.  In a 
recent report by the Punch,  the Executive 
Director, Research and Advocacy 

Association Nigeria Electricity Distribution 

Company (ANED), Sunday Oduntan, 

revealed that as at the last quarter of 

2021, the total shortfall in the power 

sector is about 1.6 trillion. Shortfalls 

result in debt, which inhibit further 
investment and development in the sector.

It is on record that consumers are 

mostly at the receiving end of the general 

inefficiency of Discos. Therefore, it is our 

obligation as Nigerians to speak up and 

ensure that the right things are done.  
However,  consumers on their part need to 
rise up to their responsibility of prompt 
payment of electricity bills,  which will 
enable the industry to have the revenue 
requirement for efficient service delivery.

It should be noted that with the 

privatisation of the power sector in 

Nigeria, it has become personal business 

which the companies need to provide the 

necessary equipment to consumers 

before they start billing them and in 

situations where consumers invest in the 

company's supply chain the company 
should compensate them.

Timothy Joseph is of the Ministry 

of Information and Communication
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S U N D AY F E AT U R E

Estimated billing occurs when a customer does not have a meter, generally, no electricity distribution company (Discos), makes estimated 

billing its default billing system however, a review of electricity billing practices worldwide indicate that estimated billing is a standard and 

conventional tool even in advanced economies. TIMOTHY JOSEPH, Writes.

Addressing the challenges of estimated billing system in Nigeria
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SP RTS
August 20, 2023

HE scene is set: La 

R o j a  a n d  t h e  TL ionesses,  two 

European heavyweights, 

will play the Women's 

World Cup final in Sydney 

on Sunday.
It marks the end of a 

remarkable tournament 

that's encapsulated all the 

beautiful game has to 

offer; from the group 

stages that oscillated 

between high-scoring 

mismatches and tight, 

c a u t i o u s  d e f e n s i v e  

displays to the high-

quality knockout stages 

peppered with upsets, 

penalty drama, and the 

displays of joy and 

heartache that accompany 

s u c h  h i g h - p r e s s u r e  

stakes.
La Roja have notched up 

an eye-watering 17 goals 

in the tournament.
After a dominant first two 

matches and already 

qualified for the knockout 

stages, they even afforded 

themselves a drop in focus 

and were beaten 4-0 by 

Japan.
In the knockout stages, 

they had a more difficult 

time, scraping past the 

Netherlands 2-1 in the 

quarterfinals with a 111th-

minute winner. In the 

semifinal, Sweden and 

Spain served up a thriller, 

w i th  O lga  Carmona  

scoring the winner in the 

89th minute with a 

delightful long-range shot 

that bounced off the 

crossbar and over the line.
The Lionesses have not 

lost a game in the 

tournament and notched 

up some impress ive 

results, not least their 3-1 

win over co-hosts Australia 

in the semifinal.
However, they have 

sometimes shown some 

vulnerability, particularly 

against Nigeria, who could 

have beaten England in 

the quarterfinal had it not 

been for some wayward 

finishing.
If the last time the two 

met is anything to go by, 

then we are in for a treat. 

In last year's European 

C h a m p i o n s h i p s  

quarterfinals, England 

came from behind to win 

after Esther Gonzalez's 

first-half strike had given 

Spain the lead.
Georgia Stanway's long-

range strike in the final 

minutes to win it for the 

eventual champions will 

no doubt be replayed 

plenty of times in the 

England dressing room 

ahead of Sunday's final.
Full-back Olga Carmona 

is expected to retain a 

place in the starting XI, 

having impressed in the 

absence  o f  O i hane  

He rnandez ,  who  i s  

available for the final after 

serving a suspension.
E n g l a n d ' s  c o a c h  

Wiegman will have to 

decide whether to start 

Ella Toone, who scored in 

the semifinal or breakout 

star Lauren James, who is 

available again after a 

two-match suspension.

EAD coach Sarina HWiegman th inks  

England women are 

feeling buoyed by the 

levels of support for the 

team ahead of the World 

Cup final vs Spain.

The Lionesses face 

Spain on Sunday as they 

attempt to win the major 

trophy for the first time in 

their history
Wiegman told reporters: 

“It's incredible what 

happened. We felt the 

support, we felt the 

support here, but also from 

the other side of the world 

in the UK. That's something 

that we dream of.
“I feel privileged. I'm very 

happy in the place where I 

am now. There's a lot of 

s u p p o r t ,  w e  h a v e  

everything we need to 

perform at the highest 

level. It is a pleasure to 

work with these incredible 

people.”
Wiegman was concise 

when asked how the team 

had reintegrated Lauren 

James, who could start on 

Sunday after serving a 

two-match suspension 

following her red card 

against Nigeria in the last 

16.
She said: “Of course she 

kept training and it's really 

nice to have 23 players 

available for tomorrow.”
Former Netherlands boss 

Wiegman took over as 

England manager in 

September 2021 and led 

the team to Euro 2022 

glory on home soil last 

summer.
Asked whether the bond 

between the players and 

Wiegman had grown, 

captain and centre-back 

Millie Bright said: “The 

… Wiegman insists England women are 'feeling the support’
longer you work together, 

t h e  b e t t e r  t h e  

connection.
“The better you can be 

off the pitch, the better 

the conversation can be 

and then we can translate 

that to the squad.
“As much as people 

don't want to face 

challenges, it's part of the 

game, it's part of life, and 

without those challenges 

we wouldn't be where we 

are today.”
He told reporters: “Just 

look at the job she has 

done – I think it's been 

remarkable. She's very 

calm. I actually really 

enjoy watching her on the 

sideline. She never gets 

flustered, always calm.
“I'm always looking at 

he r  th ink ing  she ' s  

thinking and analysing 

what to do next. A lot of 

the time when I'm 

watching games, I'm 

trying to put myself in the 

manager's shoes. I think 

she's done an incredible 

job.”

Women's World Cup final: 
battles England today

Spain 

Awoniyi celebrates new Premier League record
Awoniyi set the tone on 
Friday night again, scoring 
the first goal in the 2-1 win 
over  newly-promoted 
Sheffield United.

The goal, which is his 
eighth in six consecutive 
EPL matches, is a new 
record as no player from the 
country has ever scored in 
that number of consecutive 
games.

According to Opta, only 
Mohamed  Sa l ah  and  
Emmanuel Adebayor who 
both scored in seven 
consecutive games are the 
only Africans that presently 
have a better run than 
Awoniyi.

“Taiwo Awoniyi's run of 
scoring in six consecutive 
P r e m i e r  L e a g u e  
appearances is now the 
longest of any Nigerian 
player and is surpassed by 
only two African players in 
the competition's history – 
Mohamed Sa l ah  and  
E m m a n u e l  A d e b ayo r  
(seven-game runs). “The 
sports data company wrote 
on Twitter.

Reeling with smiles and 
happy with his new feat, 
Awoniyi, on his social media 
pages, appreciated God's 
grace and thanked his fans 

for their support.
In his characteristic way, 

Awon iy i  quoted b ib le  
scripture and ended his post 
with: Thank you city 
ground….we keep going, You 
REDS 

With the three points from 
Friday's outing, Forest are 
comfortably occupying the 
eighth spot on the league 
standings.

Forest, however, have a 
difficult task ahead of them 
as they travel to face 
Manchester United at Old 
Trafford on 26 August for 
their next Premier League 
game.

If Awoniyi gets to score, he 
will be joining the duo of 
Salah and Adebayor as 
Africans that have enjoyed 
the longest goal-scoring 
runs in the Premier League.

igerian striker Taiwo NAwoniyi is enjoying a 
blistering start in the 
Premier League this season 
and he is understandably 
excited about it.

A f t e r  e m e r g i n g  a s  
Nottingham Forest's first 
goal scorer of the new 
campaign in the away game 
at the Emirates last 
weekend against Arsenal, 

Awoniyi

England's Rachel Daly celebrates beating Australia in the semifinal [Asanka Brendon 
Ratnayake/Reuters]
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